Tradition Prevails Today
As College Marks MUD
Traditional Moving Up Day cere
monies are well under way. The pro
gram was officially opened this mor
ning with formal convocation of Ad
ministration, faculty and students.
Student Government Association
class and club officers were in
stalled.
Following this was the annual
Rose Ceremony which signifies the
advancement of a student from one
class to the next. Seniors presen
ted yellow roses to the juniors.
Juniors, in turn, gave red roses
to the sophomores who then bestowed
pink roses upon the freshmen.
Freshmen then presented their white
roses to Sister M. Angela, OSF,
President.
Rose Ceremony Chairman M.
Kathleen Sheehan ’61 and Co-chair
man Judith Gorny ’63 stated that
individual presentation had to be
abandoned this year due to the in
creased enrollment.

"Au P rin tem ps” Chosen
As May 28 Dance Theme
Violet, moss green, and white
decorations will create a springtime
atmosphere at the annual FreshmanSophomore Dance May 28 from 9 PM
to 1 AM. Chairman Mary Strau
binger’62 and co-chairman Mary
Jane Zylinski '63 announce upper
classmen are invited.
A special feature will be the novel
programs presented to “ lovers of
spring” in the main ballroom of the
Hotel Lafayette. Music by Jay Moran
will add to the Spring atmosphere.
Program committee head is Mar
gery Conway ’62; ticket committee
chairman - Janet Lukasik '62, assis
ted by Suzanne Dodds ’63. Publicity
chairman Kathleen Colquhoun ’62 is
being assisted by co-chairman Mar
ilyn Lorenz '61. A committee under
Joan Gordon '62, chairman, and
Mary Ann Schaefer '63, co-chair
man, will decorate the ballroom. The
price? Only $3.50 for a fun-filled
evening I

The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass,
next on the program, will be offered
by College Chaplain Father Edward
Fisher, at St. Benedict's.
After this will come one of the
biggest moments in the day, espec
ially for that “ lucky m iss” in the
junior class. Queen Chairman Mary
Jane Becker and Co-chairman Eliz
abeth Rolling ’63 announce that the
Moving Up Day Queen will be one of
the following: Joanne Rogers, Jane
Mary Burke, Barbara Pietrasek,
Karen Brady.
Members of the queen’s court
include: Freshmen Maureen Con
nolly, Helen Habermehl, Margaret
Drake and Karen Ryan; Sophomores
Mary Straubinger, Barbara Zim
merman, Judy Kelly and Pamela
Ryan.
The queen, wearing a white dress,
will carry a dozen pink roses. Her
attendants will be arrayed entirely
in pink.
Moving Up Day Chairman Judy
Jenkins '61 and Co-chairman Mary
Jane Becker ’61 announce the parade
will begin at exactly 1 PM. This
year’s float theme is the works of
great American authors.
Parade Chairman Kay Doll '60
announces the queen’s float will
lead the parade. According to Anne
Corey '61, chairman of this float,
the court scene will represent Henry
James' novel “ Portrait of a Lady.”
Chairmen and float entries for
individual classes are: Senior chair
men - Carol Schau, Anne Marie
McGarry; float - “ Rip Van Winkle.”
Junior chairmen - Phyllis Romano
Jean Foley; float - “ Moby Dick.”
Sophomore chairman - Patricia Heffernan, float - “ Hiawatha.” Fresh
man chairman - Margaret Drake;
float - “ Huckleberry Finn.”
The parade will proceed along
Main St. to Niagara Square, up Del
aware Ave. to Delavan and over Del avan to Main St. From there it will
continue back to the college where
the traditional Moving Up Day Tro
phy will be awarded to the class with
the winning float. Judges are mem
bers of the faculty.
Elinor Driscoll ’61 was MUD pro
gramming chairman and Joanne
Barcelona '63, publicity chairman.

b u l l e t i n /
THE ASCENT has been awarded a First Class Honor rating by
the Associated Collegiate Press for its first semester publications.

Mary Richardson, Joanne Rogers
To Serve on 1960-61 Council
Newly - elected Student Council
officers today received their badges
of office from their retiring prede
cessors.
Mary K. Richardson '61 accepted
the SGA medal from outgoing P resi
dent Barbara Piteo '60. Mary, a
member of the English Concentra
tion, served this year as NSA dele
gate on Council and previous to that
as junior NSA delegate.
Her vice - president is Joanne
Rogers '61, who has had experience
on Council as recording secretary in
1959-60 and as treasurer the year
before, Joanne is a member of the
Chemistry Concentration.
Katherine Koessler '62, a history
major, will serve as recording seretary. Katie was Council treasurer
this year.
English major and former treas

urer of her class, Pamela Ryan '62
is the new corresponding secretary.
Anne Reagan ’63 received the
post of treasurer. A history major
and active in the International Re
lations Club, Anne attended the Uni
versity Model -United Nations in
Montreal this year.
The position of senior National
Student Association delegate will be
filled by Gretchen Frauenheim ’62,
a sociology major. Mathematics
Concentration member Janice Wutz
'62 is the National Federation of
Catholic College Students senior
delegate.
Other new Council members in
clude Jeanne A. Senecal, '62, “ As
cent” Editor, Elizabeth White ’61,
Dorm Council President and Class
Presidents: Mary Kay Pepe ’61,
Mary Straubinger '62 and Helen
Habermehl '63.

Student Council Officers line up for action.
Left to right: Mary K. Richardson, Pamela Ryan, Katherine Koessler,
Joanne Rogers, Anne Reagan.

President to Receive LL.D.
From St. John’s University
An honorary Doctor of Laws de
gree will be bestowed upon Rosary
Hill College President Sister M.
Angela, OSF, by St. John’s Univer
sity, The Very Rev. John A. Flynn,
President of St, John’s University,
will make the presentation at the
Convocation of the Freedom Institute

when it meets at the University in
Jamaica, N.Y., May 14.
Senator Thomas J. Dodd of Con
necticut, vice - chairman of the
Senate Internal Security Committee
will also receive an honorary LL.D.,
at the convocation,
“ We are concluding our first and

very successful year of the Freedom
Institute, The Institute was inaugur
ated last September as a pointed and
direct effort to alert and inform our
students and the general community
at large of the diabolic menace of
Communism,
“ We feel that it is most fitting
that, at the concluding session of
the Freedom Institute, we should
honor a great statesman, Senator
Dodd, and a great educator, Sister
Angela, as a blending of the forces
of education and government to fight
the dangerous menace of Commun
ism ,” stated Father Flynn.
Seven years ago Sister Angela be
came Rosary Hill’s second presi
dent, Since her appointment, the col
lege has been accredited by the Mid
dle States Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools; enrollment
has tripled, and Marian Library and
Duns Scotus Hall have been erected.
Currently Sister is secretary treasurer of the Conference of Cath
olic Colleges and Universities of the
State of New York.

Seniors Caught in Whirl
Of Graduation Activities

Sister M. Angela confers with John M. Galvin (seated)
and Charles R. Turner about campaign plans.

John M. Galvin Heads Drive;
Developm ent Program Begins
John M. Galvin, member of Rosary Hill’s Advisory Board and Senior
Vice-President of the Marine Trust Company of Western new York, is
general chairman of a campaign for $600,000 to complete the financing
of Duns Scotus Hall. The campaign marks the first phase of the $8,000,000
thirteen-year Development Program.
“ We shall seek the support of all who are interested in higher educa
tion in Western New York,” Mr. Galvin said. “ Rosary Hill has made im
portant contributions to the community of Buffalo since its founding only
twelve years ago. Higher education for women in this area is a necessity,
not a luxury. As the demands for such education increase, no self-respect
ing institution can do less than to provide the best facilities for students
and faculty as a means of improving the quality of its educational program.
“ Rosary Hill is an as set to Buffalo of which we can all be proud. The col
lege has accelerated to some degree Buffalo’s standing as a center of higher
education...We believe that the citizens of Buffalo will respond with char
acteristic generosity to this appeal.”
The campaign will be under the auspices of the Rosary Hill College
Development Council, of which Charles R. Turner, president of The Charles
R. Turner Company, is the chairman.
(Continued on Page 6, Columns 1 and 2)

Seniors Awarded Assistantship,
Fellowships for Future Study
A graduate assistantship in his Teaching Fellowship, This entitles
tory at Loyola University in Chicago her to study at almost any univer
for 1960-61 has been granted to Anne sity in New York State, including
Marie McGarry. The award carries Fordham, Columbia, New York Uni
full remission of all tuition fees plus versity, St. John's University, UB
and Cornell,
a yearly stipend of $800.
A yearly stipend of a minimum of
Anne received the assistantship
on the basis of her college record $500 and a maximum $2500 will be
and faculty recommendations. A granted on the basis of need. Follow
History Concentration member, she ing the attainment of a m aster’s
plans to do graduate work in United degree, Barbara will teach in a col
lege or university in New York State.
States history.
The granting of this fellowship
A two-year teaching fellowship in
history at the University of Detroit, was based on the Graduate Record
a two-year assistantship in political Examinations, a Millers Aptitude
science at St. John’s University and Test and a transcript of college
a two-year teaching fellowship in achievements in addition to the Dean
history at Northeastern University of Studies' recommendation.
Lucille A. Winiecki has been awere also offered to her.
Last summer Anne was one of 25 warded a fellowship in the Depart
ment of Mathematics at the Univer
New York State college juniors par
ticipating in a Civil Service training sity of Detroit for 1960-61.
She will receive $1800 in addition
program in Albany.
Barbara A, Hubbard, a senior in to full remission of tuition and fees.
the English Concentration, has been The fellowship is renewable for a
awarded a two-year Regents College second year.

As the last sem ester of the school
year draws to a close, seniors are
caught in the whirl of the many acti
vities planned for them.
F irst on the schedule was the
Mother-Daughter Tea Sunday, May 1.
Francesca Cappette was chairman of
the formal event, held in the Marian
Social Room. In keeping with tradi
tion, the seniors presented red roses
to their mothers.
Carol Schau is chairman of the
Father-Daughter Banquet to be held
May 15 at the Hotel Westbrook.
Wednesday morning, June 1, is
the date set for the Canticle of the
Sun Ceremony. Mary Croak is chair
man of the ceremony which is r e 
miniscent of St. Francis. Mass will
follow with breakfast served by
members of the junior class.
Wednesday evening the reception
of the seniors into the Alumnae
Association will be held. Clare
Siegel ’59 is chairman. Dinner will
be served in the Students’ Dining
Hall in Duns Scotus. Plans for a
special ceremony for the accept
ance of the seniors into the Alumnae
Association are being completed.
It is hoped that the ceremony will
become a tradition on campus.
June 2 the Baccalaureate Mass
will be held; June 3 Graduation
exercises will take place. Rev. Neil
G. McCluskey SJ, education editor
of AMERICA will address the grad
uates
The series of events will be
climaxed June 4 with the Graduation
Ball. Mary Rita Hofner is in charge
of the formal dinner dance to be
held at the Wanakah Country Club.
Seniors and their escorts will dance
to the music of Freddy Reeb’s
Orchestra.

Seniors Inducted
Into Honor Society
A gold key and a diploma of mem
bership, symbols of scholastic ex
cellence, were awarded by the Delta
Epsilon Sigma honor society to nine
Rosary Hill seniors. Membership in
the society is reserved only to those
with academic standings in the upper
ten percent of their class.
Honored with membership in a
ceremony conducted by Sister M.
Georgia,OSF, Dean of Studies, April
1 were: Lucille A. Winiecki, mathe
matics; Annette L. Unfried, medical
records;
Barbara Swanekamp,
French; Carol A, Siefert, chemis
try; Mary Louise Mulhern, English;
Gertrude Mamrod, English; Anne
Marie McGarry, history; Barbara
Hubbard, English, and JeanM.Arns,
history.
A formal address was given by
(Continued on Page 5, Column 5)
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ONCE UPON A TIME
Hans Andersen himself, and perhaps the Brothers Grimm, will be on
hand today for a taste of wedding punch when England’s Princess Margaret
Rose is bride to untitled Anthony Armstrong-Jones.
Or, at least those old storytellers ought to be. For one of their own
“ dancing princesses” has stepped into the profferred glass slipper.
So often in legend does the low-born hero win the royal princess’ heart
that this seems the most characteristic of “ fairy tale” patterns. The rid 
dle of a needle-pricked princess whose entire kingdom has slept for a full
century, or of a monarch’s daughter captured by some dreadful beast, is
solved by the young swain’s kiss, or a courageous thrust of his sword.
Fantastic as it may seem, such tales are based upon an object of be
lief and, as they bear a distinct connection to fact, their effect today is one
of history rather than fiction.
But there are few spinning wheels in turret chambers now, and, if there
are any dragons, they’re cowering in hills and caves. Only the folktale
spirit still lurks in Windsor Castle.
Chances are it was not the kiss or the sword-play that won the princess’
favor, but the snap of a camera shutter.
At any rate, one can wish for the couple’s ’happiness ever after’ and, as
Seumas MacManus does in one of his Donegal tales, for a marriage to last
nine days and nine nights, with nine-hundred fiddlers, nine-hundred fluters
and nine-hundred pipers: and the last night of the wedding better than the
first,
_________________________
k .j .b .

AFRICAN SUCCESS APPEARS DOUBTFUL
The death toll mounts as South Africans seek to obtain by force what
cannot be obtained any other way - a recognition not merely of their polit
ical rights but of their rights as men.
Chances for their success appear slim at this point. The attempt made
last month to assassinate Prim e Minister Verwoerd has merely stiffened
white resistance to racial desegregation,
That the U.N. will be able to undertake effective action is doubtful.
South Africa charges “ interference;” nations such as Great Britain do not
dare to approve any vigorous plan of action. If the U.N. cannot succeed
here the very reason for its existence must be called into question. It
deserves little credit for the prevention of armed conflict, and scarcely
more for positive achievement.
South Africans have learned two lessons from the Europeans who migra
ted to their land. They have learned the lesson of nationalism, of self-deter
mination, And they have learned that racial differences are in themselves
enough to pit man against man,
How much blood must be shed before the white man chooses to face
reality? His apparent supremacy is even now in the process of dying a lin
gering death as the non-white two-thirds of the world’s population begins to
recognize its potentialities.
V.L.B.
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Harpers Magazine Article
Criticizes
U. S. Education
by Stuart A, Gordon

“ You take the high road, I’ll take
the low road,” unless of course
you're referring to the driveway of
Rosary Hill and then you'll be for
(from the Daily Pennsylvanian)
(UPS) Not satisfied with finding ervations, fenced off from serious tunate enough to be able to take both that students “ go to college because adult concerns, and those which re  high, low, high, lowl Fun, isn’t it?
it’s the thing to do,” and that a present a transition to adulthood.” Now you see me, nowyoudon’t. This
college degree has become a B.$. to
Pertaining to curriculum and challenge of four - wheeled hop most students,” David Boroff, the teaching, Boroff complained about scotch is just what one needs in the
Brooklyn College English instructor the scarcity of new ideas, depth and morning to pick up where the alarm
who has recently been criticizing breadth. “Talk to students and you clock left off,
I must admit however that there
American education, has not leveled can compile a bleak anthology of
his sights at the faculties, curricula, boredom, inertia, and ineptness a- is an amusing side to this delicate
problem, An unsuspecting motorist
and administrations of America’s mong teachers.”
To combat the creeping lethargy on an initial trip down *‘Swiss Cheese
colleges and universities.
never fails to bring chuckles
In an article in Harper's Maga that encompasses faculty, Boroff Run” the
sidelines. Don't stand too
zine: “ American Colleges: What suggested establishing visiting pro from
close
though
or you'll change your
Their Catalogues Never Tell You,” fessorships or lectureships for tal ' tune as you get
from the
Boroff observed that “ college pro ented outsiders, like businessmen, scenic lakes that splashed
dot this particular
fessors and students are actors in journalists, or trade-union people. section of the campus.
Also, heproposed more seminars
a vast comedy; a mad travesty of
say your springs have sprung
solemn ritual, wasted time, and for the exchange of ideas and teams andYou
you’ve run out of spare tires?
trumped-up claim s.”
of teachers handling the same class
cheer up because it will soon be
Basing his findings on a two-year in opposition to each other. In this Well,
that
time
of year when the annual
study on a dozen campuses, where he manner, Boroff hopes to stimulate
fill-in” occurs. So to the summer
talked with presidents, deans, pro not only students, but also stagnant “school
students I say: you’ve got it
fessors, and students, Boroff found professors.
made,
Be
sure and have the driveway
fault with much of America’s higher
boroff was very critical of pro broken in by the fall so we'll feel
educational institutions.
fessors and their “ rage to publish.”
From scholarly journals to ex As the writer termed it: “ There is, right at home,
Virginia Ward ’62
tra-curricular activities, from pro no doubt, an organic connection bet
fessors to students, and from ad ween first - hand scholarship and
ministrators to curricula, Boroff teaching. There can be a special
concluded that colleges can be divi excitement for the student in con
ded into two categories; “ those tact with a mind working on the
which we might call adolescent res - frontiers of knowledge. On the other
hand, there has to be a halt to the
trivialization of scholarship, the
rage to publish.” These journals
Boroff termed “ a floodtide of the
Sequtpsrant in Par?
by Maryanne Steger '62
dull and repetitive - an expanse of
In
leotards
and desert boots and
spirit in a waste of footnotes.”
Mr. Francis T. McCoy
An important point in Boroff’s clothes of multi-hue.
Mary is today’s collegian. We
criticism was that the basic skills
Sister M, Monica, OSF
should be taught in high school, and see her every day and hardly ever
that the arts should be the domain notice her attire, unless she is the
of the college instead of what is now embarrassed occupant of a brandan inadequate combination of both. new pair of sneakers.
But what about Mary’s mother
On extra-curricular activities,
and older cousin? What did they wear
Boroff commented that “ the brash
to classes? And what will her little
imperialism of personal services
sister be wearing to college in ten
and student activities strive to dom
years?
inate the students’private and social
Fashions,
especially for the
life...The administration lays down
ever-active female student, are fas
the ground rules and acts as umpire
fellowships and assistantships r e  for the nursery games.” Boroff con
cinating, enticing and the primary
main unused each year.
cause of over-stuffed closets and
trasted today’s “ organizedfun” with
To receive such a grant, you need the horseplay of the twenties.
the financial pickle.
not be a genius, or even close to one.
Early 1940 fashions were un
He said “ at least the hellraiserS
A “ B” average is the usual require then were autonomous. Their infanfeminine - government restrictions
ment, with a little better than that in tilisni wasn't sponsored by the ad
froze fashions. Hair went up and
your concentration. In return for ministration.”
down over exaggerated pads. Hats
teaching or engaging in research, we
tilted forward. Many were sim ilar
“ We are now in a position to try
receive $1600 per year, plus tuition to leap for excellence,” Boroff con
to overseas caps. The pill-box, Bre
and fees.
ton sailor, Basque beret and tall,
cluded. “ We have the students; we
Because we are at least “ semi even have the teachers. All we need
Russian-type hats of fur were most
faculty,” a fellow soon learns the is the will.”
popular.
“ ropes” and moves into the inner
Sleeves extended over square,
circles of his department. This is no
broad shoulder pads, assuming a
small thing in a large university.
masculine look. Shirtwaist, knitted
My year at Detroit has been much
and two-piece dresses were in vogue
more than an academic opportunity.
and culotte skirts, coveralls and
Perhaps the greatest benefit I have
slacks were adopted from industry.
received is the chance to share ideas
The slim skirts were short with
with people from all over the nation,
kickpleats.
from Europe, Asia and the Philip
Shoes were wider and had lower
pines, from Canada and from Mex
heels. Collegians wore saddles, ox
ico. We are drawn together with our
fords and moccasins. Social affairs
common goal: the desire to learn,
were attended in wedges, platform
to know, to understand.
soles and open-toed footwear. Shoul
Knowing you at Rosary Hill as I
der bags were copied from war uni
do, I am sure that many of you are
forms .
qualified for fellowships, scholar
Suits, coats and dresses were of
ships and assistantships. Here is
wools, rayons and mixtures. Black,
an opportunity for a M aster’s de
navy, rich greens, beige, taupe and
gree, for collegiate teaching exper
gray comprised the fashion color
ience, and for making many good
wheel.
friends.
Jeanne A. Senecal '62 today a s
After the war, skirts became
It is not easy for a woman to make sumes the position of managing edi
longer and fuller, with the focus on
her way in what is still basically tor of “ The Ascent.”
accordian pleats, flares, uneven
the male academic world. But if you
A history major, Jeanne served hemlines and floating panels. Ma
are willing to make the effort, the this year as layout and photography
terials were branching out into
dividends are many and valuable. editor of the student publication.
cottons, rayons, crepes and jersey.
They are yours for the asking. Even She announces the appointment of The shorty and bolero coats found
if you are a senior, it is not too late. Michalene Wypych '63 as literary
their way into style. Colors were
Why not sit down now and write a editor.
dark and vivid, highlighting reds.
few letters of inquiry? Today’s world
Rosemary Enright '62 will again
Collegians donned quilted skirts,
needs educated women in every field, edit “ The Heights” , student lite r
neckerchiefs and dog collars for
as they have never been needed be ary publication.
classroom attire. Formal socials
fore. I am challenging you to become
Recently-appointed junior del
found them in scooped necklines,
one of them.
egate for NSA on campus is Noreen
the many* strapped slipper shoe and
Kiggins '63. Mary Ann Schaefer '63
strapless, shorter evening gowns.
is NFCCS junior delegate.
Advances in style within the past
SUMMER MEETING
20 years are notable and interesting.
TO TAKE PLACE
Class Election Results:
But the fashion barometer indicates
1961
AT NOTRE DAME
even grater advances to come in
1970.
President - Mary Kay Pepe
Rosary Hill’s National Ac
According to the Parisian law of
Vice-President - Karen Brady
ademic
program will be rep
Jeanne
O'Grady
gravity, hemlines will come down
Secretary - Jane Mary Burke
resented at the program’s
three or four inches. Sneaker shades
T reasurer - Bonny Mayer
national convention, Univer
will be a muddy white coming with
1962
sity of Notre Dame, South
ready made holes and broken shoe
President
Mary
Straubinger
Bend, Ind,, Aug, 6-13.
laces,
Vice-President
Judith
Kelly
Sister M. Paula, OSF, Dean
Sweaters will be bulkier and
Secretary
Diane
Kelly
of Students, will attend as fac
shaggier
and will come in prints.
T reasurer - Mary Foran
ulty member. A Rosary Hill
The lapel-less, collar-less blazer
student will accompany her.
1963
will be popular. Woolens will come
President - Helen Habermehl
The main purpose of the meet
in a coarser weave.
Vice President - Maureen Connolly
ing is to coordinate the think
Collegian purses will blossom
ing of regional divisions with
Secretary - Margaret Drake
from the attaché-case satchel of to
the national program.
T reasurer - Christine Napier
day to an enormous foot-locker Year Book Editor (Continued on Page 6, Column 4)
Rose Marie Ostrowski

Mary, Mary, Quite
Collegiate, How Do ~
You Go to School i

Former Editor Describes Graduate Life,
Urges Student Application for Grants
Mary Ann Helfter, a 1959
graduate of Rosary Hill
College, is a former edi
tor of “ The Ascent,”
I am neither fish nor fowl. Among
the University of Detroit’s thirteen
thousand students, I and my eighty
comrades are looked up to by a few
(very new freshmen) and looked down

And lead us not

into temptation,

upon by many (fresh M.A.’s and very
old Ph.D.'s). I am a strange creature
known as a teaching fellow.
My life is that of an academic
Jekyll and Hyde. As “ Miss Helfter”
to about fifty students, this semes
ter I teach algebra and trig, together
with a course in modern concepts of
mathematics. The former is for stu
dents who intend to take more math;
the latter is a terminal course which
is a requirement for an Arts degree.
Last sem ester I also taught the
mathematics of finance.
At other times, I am very much
a student. Each sem ester I have
taken three three-hour courses to
wards my Master of Arts degree.
Grad school courses are small—and
definitely high powered. You must
work hard and on your own, often
with little or no help from the pro
fessor. The amount of m aterial cov
ered is almost breath-taking and the
fast pace never lets up. It is not easy
to be an academic “ adult” but the
sense of personal accomplishment
seems to make it worthwhile.
Perhaps you are wondering howl
became a “ fellow.” I merely ap
plied for the position. There are no
examinations for most fellowships
which are, I believe, easier to ob
tain than a college scholarship. Many
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COHSTBOCTIOH OF MEW DORMITORY TO BEGIN
Albright Art Gallery Ranks Among Highest
Buffalo’s Albright Art Gallery,
located in Delaware Park, is among
the country's most outstanding gal
leries, Completed in 1905, it is the
first to have been built in a park
and one of the first constructed
specifically as a gallery.
An organization formed in 1862
to arouse local interest in art
brought private collections to the
city, exhibiting them in the Old Ar
cade Building or Old Opera House
(presently the site of Kleinhan’s
Store.) The idea of a permanent col
lection was conceived of as the so
ciety began to form its own through
occasional purchases and gifts.
Construction of the Gallery itself,
a white marble building based on the
famous Ionic Greek Erechtheion
Temple on the Acropolis, began in
1900, A local man, Mr. Green, of
Green and Wicks, was the architect.
It was dedicated in 1905: the gift of
John J. Albright to the Buffalo Fine
Arts Academy,
Although Mr. Albright had plan-

ned to continue endowing the gallery,
his wealth gave out and he died a poor
man. Consequently, there was never
much money for purchases and Gal
lery officials had to concentrate on
procuring sculpture and contempor
ary paintings, which were less ex
pensive.
This turned out to be a very good
idea. The sculpture collection, which
ranges from 3000 BC to the present,
is exceptional and contains more
than two pieces by Rodin, plus sev
eral earlier masterpieces. These
include a medieval wood sculpture of
St, Gorgan of France and an early
marble, Portrait of a Roman Poet.
Colonel Charles Clifton, one-time
chairman of the board of the PierceArrow Company, was responsible
for the procuring of a good deal of
the sculpture,
Ten galleries for painting and a
large court with two transepts de
voted to sculpture are found on the
main floor. The painting collection,
although poor in its representation

¿-at
uv:

of the Renaissance, contains a work
by Lorenzo di Credi and a good
small Reubens.
There are several unusually fine
examples of Eighteenth Century
painting with pictures by Reynolds,
Gainsborough and Hogarth. TKebulk
of the art is Nineteenth Century
and contemporary American.
The Gallery is particularly noted
for its French Impressionist and
post-impressionist paintings. The
works by Seurat, Renoir, Cezanne,
Gaugin, Monet, Daumier, Degas and
Toulouse-Lautrec are among those
representative of the period. Twen
tieth Century French works in the
collection include three by Picasso
and many by Matisse, Rouault,
Utrillo, Modigliani, Braque, Cha
gall, Klee, Dufy, Kandinsky, Miro
and others.
The American painter Charles
Burchfield, a Western New York
resident, is among present day a r
tists represented in the splendid
Contemporary Art Collection. Start
ed in 1939, this collection is rated
among the top three or four in the
country.
At present the Gallery is gov
erned by 27 directors and is very
much indebted to Seymour Knox,
President of the Board, for his
many donations. The Gallery serves
the community both as a public
museum and an educational insti
tution, It is currently financed by
city, county and private funds and
Gallery membership.

Sister Regina, Mr. Eger
A w arded Science Grants

Architect*8 sketch of proposed dormitory building.
A Federal housing loan of
$946,000, granted the College April
28, will permit the construction of
a new student dormitory to begin
this Spring, The building is sche
duled for completion in October,
1961.
Notification of the loan was re 
ceived from the Community Facili
ties Administration, the federal
agency administering the program.
Begun, in 1940, it permits the se
curing of long-term, low-interest
government loans by colleges and
universities for building student
housing, centers and dining facili
ties.
This is the second step in the
long-range Development Program
announced in January, the first being
the completing of the financing of
Duns Scotus Hall.
Presently 80 students are housed
in Alverno and Padua Halls, two con
verted private residences. The new
dormitory will provide accommoda
tions for 151 out-of-town students.

Two faculty members have been
awarded National Science Founda
tion grants for summer study. Sis
ter M, Regina, OSF, will do research
in Microbiology at Buffalo’s Ros
well Park Memorial Institute from
Great concert personalities may said: “ Now I'm going to give my July 1 to Aug, 31, Mr, Wilbur Eger
Lie public figures before and during version of “ The Stars and Stripes’,” will study Organic Solvents at But
their performances, but afterwards was a memorable one for Mr, ler University, Indianapolis.
they belong to the private memories Stock. The encore brought down
of those who have been fortunate the house. The audience even climb
ed up on the stage, he recalls.
enough to hear them.
When the concerts were over,
Out of his own ra re private ’stock’
A one man exhibit by Mr. James ment of the elements. Space, for
of memoirs - if one may be per the great pianists were calmer, Kuo, Associate Professor of Art at example, is very important. “ The
mitted a well-intended pun - Mr. more talkative. Many people came Rosary Hill, opened April 24 at a artist should respect empty space
Fred Stock, of 342E.Hazeltine Ave., back to see them, to congratulate well-attended reception in Duns Sco- as we should free time,” he said.
Kenmore, draws a few aged-in-the- them,
Mr. Kuo concluded the demon
“ Then,” says Mr. Stock, “ itwas tus Gallery. The display, which will
wood reminiscences.
be shown until May 9, includes paint stration with an example of Chinese
time
for
the
tuner
to
go
home,”
A tuner since 1904, he spent 45
ings, enamels, ceramics, drawings, calligraphy. It is the custom in
years tuning the Steinway concert
cloisonne and jewelry by Mr. Kuo. China, he explained, to show a good
grands for Kleinhan’s Music Hall.
Public reaction was very enthusias piece of calligraphy before exhibit
Rubenstein, Horowitz, Hoffman,
tic and the exhibit received rave ing one’s paintings.
Casadesus - Mr, Stock has known
critical comment and praise from
The abstract quality of the work
them all. He’s served every great
is very important and one does not
experts.
This sem ester’s edition of
pianist who has come through Buf
April 5 Mr. Kuo gave a lecture need to understand the meaning to
Rosary Hill’s literary publi
falo in many years.
and demonstration in conjunction appreciate it. Below is a piece of
cation,
“
The
Heights”
will
be
While most people can feel the
with the exhibit. He outlined the calligraphy being done by Mr. Kuo
out May 16.
excitement of audience participa
general principals and historic de from a poem by Li-Po of the Tong
Almost every literary gen
tion, its the tuner alone who shares
velopment of Chinese painting and Dynasty.
re
is
represented
including
in the special excitement of the
gave some explanation of contempo
Mr. Kuo, an eminent painter,
short stories, essays and
featured artist waiting backstage.
rary
Chinese art.
well-known in art circles, will teach
poetry. The issue contains
“ They were all pretty much aChinese painting is based on graphic a rt on campus during the
more pages than it has pre
like,” claims Mr. Stock. “ They all
simplicity, achieved in the ar range - summer session.
viously.
had butterflies before a concert, no
One of the poems, “ Opus” ,
matter who they were.”
by “ Heights” ’Editor Rose
And Mr. Stock never found them
mary Enright ’62, is also to be
temperamental. “ But,” he says,
included in the AmericanCol“ the performer was always more
lege Poetry Anthology.
relaxed if the tuner was there when
he arrived,”
Generally, Mr. Stock tuned the
piano and then consulted with the
artist about his own preference of
tpne quality. Every one of them
would spend from half an hour to
The Internal Revenue Service is
five hours the day of a concert be now hiring college seniors for Rev
coming familiar with the instru enue Officer and Office Auditor po
ment,
sitions for employment in their Man
“ It’s pretty hard to walk up to a hattan and Brooklyn District Offices
piano you haven’t felt. You’ve got to and Upstate District Offices located
see what it’s going to do,”
in Albany, Buffalo and Syracuse,
When the musician was through starting in June and July of this year.
practicing, Mr. Stock would tune
The starting salaries for the po
the piano once again. Often concert sitions range from $4040 to $4980
time would draw near and Mr. per year. Women are being given
Stock would have to part the artist priority consideration for the posi
and his piano.
tion of Office Auditor. All college
He recalls an occasion when the seniors regardless of major who
famed French pianist, Robert Casa will receive their degree by June
desus, played for five solid hours, 1960 can qualify for these positions
lost in his music. “ He just didn’t providing they pass the written Fed
think about it, and had to be r e  eral Service Entrance Examination.
minded,” says Mr. Stock.
These entry level positions offer
Immediately before a perform interesting and challenging assign
ance Mr, Stock and the featured ments. There are excellent oppor
soloist would stand alone: the artist tunities for promotion, annual salary
always nervous and Mr. Stock there increases and participation in train
Translated it says:
to jest with him, to relax him. After ing programs for self-development
Among the flowers
two or three numbers, the tension and furthering a career in the Inter
I invite the bright moon.
Here I am sitting
disappeared.
nal Revenue Service. All students
This makes three friends:
Alone with a pot of wineThe night Horowitz came back- interested in these positions should
The moon, my shadow and myself.
Alone without any close friends.
stage at the finish of a concert and contact the Placement Office.

Mr. Fred Stock Recalls Pianists,
Experiences As Steinway Tuner

Chinese Art Exhibited by Mr. Kuo

WATCH FOR
"HEIGHTS”

Internal Revenue
Offers Positions

Designed by Foitand Baschnagel
the building will be a four-story
fire - resistant structure erected
west of Duns Scotus HallandMarian
Library, facing the main drive. A
one-floor rear extension, containing
dining area and a lounge will be lo
cated on property extending to Getzville Road.
Twenty-eight students will be
housed in 14 double rooms on the
first floor, which also will contain
trunk and blanket storage space,
lobby, study hall, laundry area,
snack bar, proctor’s suite, lava
tories and check room.
Twenty double rooms, a single
room, a proctor's suite, laundry
facilities, study hall and storage
space will be on each of the three
identical upper floors,
Gray buff brick, matching Marian
Library and Duns Scotus Hall, will
make up the exterior facing which
will be accented by colorful ceramic
tile. Balconies with access to the
study hall on the upper levels will
be featured over the main entrance.

Junior Receives
Internship Post
Under an internship program for
college juniors Jane Burke ’61 has
been awarded a Federal Service pos
ition, enabling her to gain experience
in government work during the sum
mer and 1960-61 academic year.
Announcement of the award followed
interviews held in March.
A sociology major, Jane will work
in a Buffalo-area agency of the Fed
eral government from July 1 to Aug.
26, and will receive a scholarship
stipend of $400. From approximately
Oct. 1 to May 31 Jane will receive
$50 monthly, working eight hours
per week. She will also receive
college credit for her participation
in the program.
At the end of the summer Jane
and others in the program will be
awarded a trip to Washington, D.C.
Monthly conferences for partici
pants will be held in New York City
during the academic year.

Cultural Committee
To Present Im ports
The Cultural Committee will pre
sent foreign films on campus next
year. Twelve film distributors have
been contacted as committee mem
bers seek information on available
films and their cost. The commit
tee hopes to sponsor at least three
films during the 1960-61 school
year.
Five students on the Cultural
Committee were recently accepted
as members of the Buffalo Junior
Philharmonic Committee. Juniors
Kathleen Carney, Bonny Mayer,
Diana Rochford, Phyllis Romano and
Virginia Schmidt will serve as
ushers at Buffalo Philharmonic con
certs Through participation in local
organizations which sponsor cultur
al events in Buffalo and by encour
aging the presentation of similar
events on campus, the committee
hopes to fulfill its objective: the
promotion of culture.
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Convention Delegates
Pick Stevenson, Nixon
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LOYALTY OATH CLAUSE
CAUSES COLLEGE FUROR

Vice-President Richard M. Nixon
and former Illinois Governor Adlai
E. Stevenson were chosen to head
(UPS) Disgruntled attacks on the
their parties’ tickets at Syracuse loyalty oath provision of the Nation
University mock conventions April al Defense Education Act have in
8-9.
tensified following recent withdraw
Delegates to the Republican Con als of colleges from the federal stu
vention included Barbara Ziolo '61, dent aid program because of the oath
Barbara Kubala ’61, and Maureen requirement.
Connolly ’63. Attending the Demo
The provision (section 1001 (f)
cratic Convention were Kathleen P. of the Act) requires a student appli
McCarthy '60, Valerie L. Bast '61, cant for an NDEA loan to sign both an
and Elizabeth Drzewiecki '63. Fac oath of loyalty and an affidavit dis
ulty advisor was Mr. Charles A. claiming membership in, support of,
Gliozzo. Rosary Hill delegates r e  or belief in an organization advoca
presented the state of Arizona. ting violent overthrow of the govern
Miss
Connolly seconded the ment. Educators and students have
nomination of Sen. Barry Goldwater denounced either the disclaimer or
Leaders enjoying Workshop Banquet include (left to right)
in a three-minute speech, but the the oath requirements since the
Laurene Toscano ’60, Linda Mahar ’61, Adele Hamam ’61
Arizona Republican was defeated Act’s passage in September, 1958.
and Mary Kay Richardson ’61.
_ j senecal
by Mr. Nixon on the second ballot.
Colleges refusing to participate
Balloting for vice-presidential include: Amherst, Antioch, Benning
nominees resulted in the selection ton, Bryn Mawr, Goucher, Grinnell,
of U.N. Ambassador Henry Cabot Harvard, Haverford, Oberlin, Reed,
Lodge by the Republicans, while Sarah Lawrence, St. John’s of Mary
A Student Government Associa ing. She explained the mechanics of Democrats chose Sen. John F. land, Swarthmore, Wilmington and
tion Workshop, comprising more “ Efficiency in Office,” stressing the Kennedy of Massachusetts.
Yale.
The Democratic platform, while
than 50 Rosary Hill campus leaders, idea that the student leader must ful
Among recent campus reactions
met the weekend of April 2 to achieve fill obligations to both the adminis generally moderate, contained a are:
a more thorough understanding of the tration and her fellow students. plank calling for the abolition of
-The Barnard College Student
rapidly expanding campus. Under the “ There is no room for leadership capital punishment. A proposal to Council and Representative Assem
chairmanship of Joanne Rogers ’61 without organization,” she com dismiss Sen. James Eastland from bly reaffirmed their stands against
the party for his segregation stand the oath and disclaimer. After mov
and Mary Kay Pepe ’61, the workshop mented.
was defeated by an overwhelming ing unanimously to urge Columbia
served both as a training ground for
Summary discussions in work
future leaders and as a discussion shops , followed by an informal social majority.
University to freeze NDEA funds so
Formal reading of the Republican far received, a Council meeting
table for many campus issues.
at Alverno Lounge, completed the
platform
was
followed
by
vigorous
Student commendation of the work day’s activities.
drafted a resolution condemning the
of the steering committee ran high.
Sunday’s session consisted of the debate on such issues as national oath and disclaimer as “ ineffective
Among suggestions for improving (Continued on Page 5, Column 4) defense and labor.
in their purpose,” since they “ place
future workshops was the laconic:
undesirable restraint on academic
“ Make it longer!”
freedom, as well as being an offen
It was also recommended that the
sive reproach to the integrity and
workshop be held earlier in the year
character of the American student
in order that more immediate bene
community.”
fits be gained from it.
The Columbia College “ Daily
On the whole, participants agreed
Spectator” reported that the college
that it was a “ wonderful weekend”
would continue to take part in the
and expressed the wish that it be
loan program, but that opposition
come an annual affair.
to the disclaimer affidavit had been
At the opening session Saturday
announced in an official university
morning Sister M. Angela, OSF,
statement by Columbia’s President
President, remarked upon the ex
Grayson Kirk. The university state
cellence of the program 's theme:
ment promised continued support for
“ A Practical Background for a
the Kennedy-Clark Bill, which would
Leader of Rosary Hill College.”
repeal the disclaimer affidavit, but
Guest Speaker Miss Patricia
noted that “ many Columbia students
Moran lectured on “ Interpersonal
need the help that this may bring to
Relations.” She outlined the tech
them.” The Kennedy-Clark Bill was
nique of handling groups, procedures
proposed in the Senate in August but
failed of passage.
conducive to proper group func
tioning and disposition and methods
Colorado University’s President
whereby the group could best achieve
Quigg Newton announced plans to
its purpose.
stay in the program, despite his ob
For afternoon sessions the body
jections to the disclaimer provision,
was divided into several sections.
because “ the way to achieve elimin
ation of the disclaimer is to stay in
Discussion was geared toward anal
ysis of specific situations at Rosary
the program and work for improve
Hill. The standing results of these
ment from within.” The federal
workshops were compiled into r e 
funds which Colorado will continue
solutions which will be submitted to
to receive are not a factor in his
the Student Council next semester.
decision, Newton said. The Colorado
“ Daily” commented: “ It is unfor
Movies on “ Parliamentary Pro
tunate but perhaps realistic that the
cedure” and “ Conducting a Meet
ing” were offered during the after
University has decided to remain in
Sister M. Theresa reviews a paperback in her Bookstore.
noon. The films were designed to
the federal student loan program
despite its opposition to the loyalty
aid student leaders in obtaining re 
sults with large groups and encour
oath provision of the program.
aging student participation at meet
“ It is unfortunate because the
ings.
University is placed in the hypo
critical position of taking federal
Dean Jeannette Scudder, Dean of
money while officially despising the
Women at the University of Buffalo,
conditions under which it accepts
spoke at the banquet Saturday eventhe money.” The Colorado editor
ial pointed out that the oath is in
by Maureen Connelly '63
Busy, hectic, exciting days are is anything Sister enjoys more than effective, inimical to academic free
always in order for Sister M. stamps, it’s one four-cent stamp. dom, since “ it is concerned with
Theresa, OSF, and the Rosary Hill But when someone asks for one belief, not merely with action,”
bookstore. As the store carries al four-cent stamp at such times, and that it works hardships on individ
most everything from paperbacks then unconsciously asks, “ how much uals with conscientious objections
to bobbi pins and greeting cards, will that be, Sister?” - - poor Sister to loyalty oaths, and that “ since
other federal loan programs - hous
Rosary Hillers frequent it through is ready to give up,
Sister Theresa, a registered ing and bank loan programs, for
out the day for supplies, novelties
nurse, received her RN in Nebraska, example - do not require loyalty
and gift ideas.
When Sister Theresa came to after which she completed her oaths, students are singled out for
Rosary Hill in 1958, the bookstore, science courses at St, Theresa suspicion where others are not.”
The editor of the University of
then known as “ Gutenburg Hall,” College, Winona,
was limited to selling paper, books,
At the beginning of this year, Texas’ “ Daily Texan” wrote:
The world-famous Newport Jazz and some sportswear. The new Sister Theresa was one of the Sis “ While the University can hardly
building brought the advantages the ters in charge of the resident stu afford to turn away further grants
Festival will be extended from four
to five days this year. Louis L.
present store offers. As popular dents in Alverno Hall. Since then, to needy students on this campus,
Lorillard, President of the Festival,
demand plays a large part in de none of them ever go by her win some action can be taken:
“The Faculty Council and the
has announced that the Seventh An
termining the books and supplies dow without waving or tapping
Student Assembly could, at least,
Sister Theresa orders, she always “ hello.”
nual Newport Jazz F estival will take
welcomes suggestions and ideas
Sister Theresa is noted for her protest the negative, ineffective
place this year from Thursday even
ing, June 30, through Monday even
from her student “ patrons.”
“ green thumb.” Give Sister enough affidavit by resolution.
“ Should a subversive want a loan,
The casual observer needn’t water and sunshine and she can make
ing, July 4, at Freebody Park, New
port, Rhode Island.
spend more than a few minutes in anything grow. Many students, know
A budget of $110,000 for talent the bookstore to notice Sister has ing this, often ask to bring in their
and facilities has been allotted by no “dull moments.” It can be said potted plants to be watered along
the Newport Board of Directors for
that the bookstore, conveniently lo with her own when they go home for
the Jazz Festival. It is expected
cated near the ground level entrance the holidays. She works wonders
that the first announcements regard
of Duns Scotus is also F irst Aid every time!
Station for minor accidents and
ing talent appearing at the festival
“ Sister, have you found a red
will be made shortly.
ailments, mail delivery office, Parker pen?” ... “ Sister, could I
The Second Annual Newport Folk
Lost and Found Department, news possibly have a dollar bill for 95
Festival will be extended from two stand for the “ New York Tim es,” pennies and a nickle?” ... “ Sister,
to three days this year. Dates of plant nursery, information center— could I please buy a four-cent
and what have you - all in one. stamp?” ... The bookstore is ce r
the folk music event are Friday,
The bookstore sells postage tainly a busy place every day; but
Saturday, Sunday, June 24, 25, and
26. A budget of $50,000 has been stamps by the dozens. Ordinarily, it’s
not surprising that Sister
Sister
Theresa
enjoys selling Theresa “ never cares” for vaca
approved by the Newport Jazz Fes
stamps like everything else — but, tions. “I miss the girls,” she says.
tival Board, sponsors of the event,
in the middle of a busy day, if there “ It’s so quiet.”
for this project.

Weekend Workshop Proves Fruitful;
Campus Leaders Propose Changes

Meet Sister Theresa
Of the Bookstore

FESTIVAL
SETS DATES

he would sign the oath - regardless
of its restrictive sentiment.”
A tax-supported institution, the
University of Michigan, plans to
continue offering NDEA loans to stu
dents willing to sign the oath and
affidavit. As a member of the Amer
ican Association of Universities,
Michigan has already registered its
protest to the provision, U-M Pres.
Harlan Hatcher has said. The AAU
denounced the provision last spring.
Cornell’s “ Daily Sun” supported
the University’s decision to stay
within the program. “We cannot
meet the justifiable demands of all
the students who request financial
aid each year,” the “ Sun” said edi
torially.
“ Faced with this dilemma, there
seems to be one alternative which
can effectively balance the financial
needs of the students against the need
of a university to maintain its inte
grity. The university must oppose
the loyalty affidavit in the strongest
term s, working towards the eventual
elimination of this unfortunate legis
lation, But unless the university can
provide all its students with suffi
cient financial aid, it must leave the
moral decision to the students them
selves.”
Harvard, Yale, and Oberlin re 
cently withdrew from the program
following a series of protests from
academic organizations and institu
tions that began soon after the Act
was approved in 1958. The last
academic year was punctuated by
statements of condemnation from the
American Association of University
Professors, the AAU, and American
Council on Education and the U.S.
National Student Association,
SMC PRESIDENT SPEAKS
FOR LOYALTY OATH
The following appeared in “Gabrielle” , the official publication of
Saint Mary’s College:
“ Saint Mary’s has been proud to
present the affirmative oath of âllegiance to the United States and
the accompanying affidavit to its
students,” said Sister M.Madeleva,
President of Saint Mary’s College,
Notre-Dame, Indiana.
“ Saint Mary’s students consider
it an honor to take the same oath
that every American service man
takes or has taken,” the president
further stated.
Under the National Defense Edu
cation Act of 1958...26 Saint Mary’s
students have been made loans. The
president said “ while only a fraction
of Saint Mary’s girls have had the
opportunity of making this solemn
dedication of love of country, every
student at the college would gladly
take the oath.
“ Saint Mary’s was free to accept
the loan, or to refuse it. Saint Mary’s
was not free to dictate to the govern
ment the conditions on which the loan
is granted.”

Music Majors
Attend MENC
The Music Educators National
Conference was held Mar. 18-22 in
Atlantic City, New Jersey. Panels
on opera and the various school
levels of music education were at
tended by Thelma Farley, senior
delegate; Virginia Schmidt, junior
delegate; Marilyn Gorman and
Louise Czuprynski. The theme of
the conference, The Contemporary
Scene in Music Education, was car
ried out by panels conducted by
Norman Dello Joro, Douglas Moore
and Peter Menin,
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Sister Georgia Plans Travel,
Study in Europe This Summer
Europe and Oxford are in store
this summer for Sister M. Georgia,
OSF, Dean of Studies.
Accompanied by Mother M. Rich
ard, OSF, of Havre, Montana, she
will leave New York City by air
June 28, arriving in London after
a 13-hour flight.
It is Sister's intention to spend
July and part of August studying
Contemporary EnglishLiteratureat
Oxford, She plans to reserve week
ends for visiting literary shrines
of the Isles.
By mid-August Sister Georgia
will be in Germany where she will
undertake research and investigate

administrations, curricula and other
systems of European universities.
Sept. 1 Sister will be in Rome.
While in Italy she hopes to visit
Dante’s birthplace in Florence and
the country’s other literary and de
votional shrines. She expects to
spend some time in Holland and will
return to the Rosary Hill campus in
November or December,
Father Fisher, Sister M. F idelis,
OSF, and Sister M. Marita, OSF,
attended a convention of the Society
of Catholic College Teachers of
Sacred Doctrine in Chicago April
18 and 19,
Sister M. Paula, OSF, participa-

f&
gjSffiS Glee Club
SSiSä
'Æm
Performs

WEEKEND WORKSHOP PROVES
FRUITFUL

ll53si£pss<l

Stage Manager Lorraine Dudek ’62 takes time out for studying
before a performance of "The Skin of Our Teeth.”
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Skin of Our Teeth” Presented;
Players Excel in Production

Thorton Wilder’s “ The Skin of
Our Teeth” was presented by the
College Players in Daemen Little
Theater April 26-30.
The cast, led by Fred Conos
centi, as Mr. Antrobus; Karen Mar schke, as Sabina, and Jo Ann Werner
as Mrs. Antrobus, rendered a superb
performance, well-received by critics and audiences._______________

SNEA Receives Charter

Mr. Joseph J. Herman directed
the production.
Jeanne O’Grady played the part
of Gladys and Paul Welch that of
Henry.
Others in the cast included: John
Enright, Helen O’Donnell, Timothy
B. Frost, Carl Alaimo, Donald DeLutis, Barbara Mirante, Mary Mar
garet McNerney.
Carol Wesley, Betty Dyte, Anne
Marie Demerle, William Jenkins,
Pete Cothran, Arlene Evanish, Me
linda O’Koniewski.
On the production staff were:
Lorraine Dudek, Gaby Horvath, Con
nie Pollizzi, James Enright, Brenda
Kowalewski, Joan Fischer, Marjorie
Hartke.
Jean Miano, Louise Villa, Rose
mary Enright, Anne Siewert, Michalene Olkowski, Kathleen Heverin,
Christine Napier, Sue Stillman.
Llona Varga, Brad Coburn, Bar
bara Czwojdak.

Rosary Hill College’s chapter of
the Student National Education As
sociation received its national char
ter April 8. The presentation was
made by Miss Zoraida Weeks, di
rector of Professional Service of
the New York State Education As
sociation, at a banquet in the Fac
ulty Dining Room.
^Members of the association on
campus will help begin a Future
Teachers of America program next
sem ester in area parochial high-*
schools.
Faculty Moderator Mrs. Marion
Elmer and SNEA Campus President
Adele Hamam ’61 attended the an
nual SNEA of New York State con
A full - time Spanish Teacher,
vention at Hofstra College, Hemp Mrs. Lillian Aranibar M errill, will
stead, Long Island, April 28-30. join the Rosary Hill faculty next
sem ester,
Mrs. M errill who has received
a Bachelor of Arts degree from
D’Youville College and a Master’s
degree in Spanish from the Univer
sity of Wisconsin, also spent five
A1 Lowenstein, lawyer and for
mer president of the National Stu summer sessions at the National
dent Association, addressed the As University of Mexico.
sembly Mar. 18. Recently returned
from a visit to South Africa, Mr.
Lowenstein spoke of the “ incredibly
fearful” conditions there.
The labor system, he said, is near
P art of the experimental findings
slavery. Due to the great poverty,
of
Mary
C. Burnham ’62 were pub
food is very scarce. Laborers have
no choice in deciding where they lished in the March, 1960 issue of
work and are often considered ani “ Proceedings of the American As
sociation for Cancer Research.”
mals by their employers.
Mr. Lowenstein pointed out that As a Roswell Park Summer Fellow
the “ conditions in South Africa may ship winner, Mary was assigned last
soon be ours. African suffering is summer to Dr. Fred Bock, who
not just the doings of a nation on worked with her on the experiment:
the other side of the world. What “ The Effect of Molecular Structure
the U.S. does in its moment of rich upon the Concentration of Hydro
ness will decide its future, and for carbons in ’Painted’ Skin.” She is
this reason, there is a great signi still engaged in work on the experi
ficance in supporting this type of ment and plans to pursue the subject
further this summer.
foreign government.”
When a junior at Griffith Insti
tute and Central School, Mary r e 
ceived honorable mention in the
Westinghouse Science Talent Search
for her experiment: “ The Effect of
Estrogen and of Testerone on the
Skeleton of C-57 Mice.” She was di
rected in this by Dr. Leonell C.
Strong, head of the Biological Sta
tion of Roswell Park Memorial In
stitute in Springville.
Following her graduation from
high school, Mary continued r e 
search on this subject under her
first Roswell Park Summer Fellow
ship. Currently she is engaged in
writing its results for publication.

Spanish Teacher
To Join Faculty

African Plight
Noted by Lawyer

Mary C. Burnham, *62
Aids Cancer Research

HABERDASHERY
EXHIBIT

This proprietor also carries an
excellent assortment of women’s
sportswear.

STti? Campus
Corner ^ T
AIN

April 6 the Rosary Hill Glee
Club presented its annual concert
in the Mary Seaton Room of Kleinhan’s Music Hall, Under the direc
tion of Rev. michael Palotai, SP.
the program included English airs,
with a solo by Virginia Schmidt '61,
songs of Douglas Moore, Norman
Lockwood, William Schumann and
Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s “ Naomi and
Ruth,” with Diane Nisita ’60 as
The Polyphonic Chorus presented
songs of Castelnuovo, Bartok, Bing
ham, Goodman, Ibert, a Credo of
Villa-Lobos and a hymn by Jacob
Vaet. Margaret R iso’62 was accom
panist. Guest performer Squire Haskin rendered several harpsichord
selctions.
Joanne Cosgrove ’61, chairman,
was aided on publicity by the fresh
men. The junior class assisted the
ticket committee.

Resident Students
Entertain Mothers
A Mother-Daughter Weekend was
held Mar. 26-28 by the resident
students. Chairman of the event was
Elizabeth White ’61; Co-Chairman,
Gabriella Horvath ’63; invitations,
Patricia Bergdoll ’62; program
ming, Noreen Kiggens ’63; recep
tion, Geraldine Fisher ’63; room
reservations, Suzanne Stillman ’62,
Mary M. Koniewski *63 and Nicolena Mastroianni ’63.

Assem bly Hears
Singer Dubard
by Michalene Wypych ’63
Bass baritone Raphael Dubard
received an enthusiastic welcome
from Rosary Hill students at the
Mar. 29 assembly. Mr. DuBard’s
execution of Negro folk songs was
characterized by a rich vocal qual
ity and vivid presentation.
The assembly program included
Gibbons' “ The Silver Swan,” Mo
zart’s “ O Isis and O siris” from
“ The Magic Flute,” and “ II lacerata spirito” from “ Simon Boccanegra” by Verdi; German selec
tions by Schubert and a number of
Negro spirituals.
Mr. DuBard began his career in
Buffalo as the winner of the “ Voices
of Tomorrow” contest in 1950 and
the “ Opportunity Knocks” contest
in Chautauqua a year later.
In 1952, he sang in the Broadway
opera “ Four Saints in Three Acts”
and appeared with the company in
Paris.
Mr, DuBard has performed on
radio and television throughout the
country, and also with the Buffalo
Philharmonic and Wheeling Sym
phony Orchestras.
Formerly of Hastings College and
the Buffalo
Community Music
School, Mr. DuBard is currently
studying with Miss Julia Mahoney.

(Continued from Page 4)

ted in a meeting of the National
Association of Women Deans and
Counselors in Philadelphia April
6-10. The organization is a profes
sional group composed of college
deans and admission officers from
the nation’s schools of higher ed
ucation.
Among leading educators who ad
dressed the convention attendants
was Bruce Catton, editor of AMER
ICAN HERITAGE. In a speech op
posing mass education, he noted that
democracy can only work if its mem
bers have a true sense of individual
responsibility.
“ Excellence in Education” was
the theme of the National Catholic
Education Association Convention,
held in Chicago April 19-22. Sister
M, Isabelle, OSF, and Sister M.
Sarah, OSF, were among delegates
at the meeting.
Members of the Modern Lan
guage Association met in Atlantic
City April 8 and 9. Sister M. Aloysius, OSF, and Mr. Andre Hannotte attended discussions on the
problems of teaching methodology.
Of special interest to participants
was the effect current elementary
and high school training is going to
have on the suitability of college
modern language courses.

presentation of resolutions covering
the entire program.
Special resolutions concerning
clubs included the suggestion that
clubs use the SGA Bulletin for pub
licizing events and that their bud
gets be fully utilized for more ex
tensive programming. An SGA As
sembly for critical evaluation of
clubs was advised and it was also
recommended that consistent can
cellation of a club’s business meet SENIORS INDUCTED INTO HONOR
ings revoke its status on campus.
SOCIETY
Also suggested was a complete
(Continued from Page One)
calendar for selection of dates to be
set up in the SGA Room by the chair Sister M. Isabelle, OSF. She en
man of COC. Dates would be selected couraged the new members to take
by the placing of notes on desired joy in the pursuit of learning and to
days and the response of permission read with thought. “ Reading on tip
by the vice president of Student toe,” she said, “ will always be the
Council marked upon this note. best recipe for continued growth.”
To further facilitate publicity Sister concluded noting that the move
on campus, it was suggested that a from knowledge to wisdom should be
month's m aster schedule be set up “the supreme goal of every scholar.’*
Recipient Annette Unfried is the
on the lower level of Duns Scotus
Hall and it was recommended that first Rosary Hill student to complete
employment information be trans in-service training for a medical
ferred to a bulletin board in the records librarianship at Massachu
setts General hospital in Boston.
Placement Office.
Class presidents were advised to Rosary Hill is, affiliated with the
post agendas for class meetings hospital for senior year residency
three days in advance of the meeting, in medical librarianship.
Delta Epsilon Sigma are the Greek
and it was suggested that a part of
the SGA bulletin board be reserved initial letters for an Aristotlean
for private communications among sentence which translates: "It is for
the wise man to set things in order.”
students.
It was suggested that a portion of Following this theme, D.E.S. was
the required speech course be set founded over 30 years ago to fulfill
aside for instruction in parliamen the need for a national honor soci
tary procedure and public speaking ety for both men and women attend
and was resolved that a recom ing Catholic colleges and universi
mendation be sent to the NSA Com ties.
Its purpose is to recognize schol
mittee for establishment of a P ar
liamentary Procedure Committee to ars and to encourage them to con
tinue to seek knowledge, to use wis
orientate the student body.
As present Student Council mem dom in the service of humanity and
bership was considered inadequate to carry wisdom with humility. Ros
by the workshop participants, its ary Hill is the Gamma Epsilon Chap
enlargement was proposed. Also ter of D.E.S,
In a private interview, Sister
suggested was an SGA assembly set
aside for the purpose of Council Georgia expressed her enthusiastic
approval of Delta Epsilon Sigma,
election campaigning.
It was recommended that the self the intellectual satisfaction it gives
nomination method be used for class and the great work its members are
elections and that each presidential doing in the interest of Catholic
candidate be mandated to present a education, __________________
platform. A Seminar for incoming
and outgoing officers of all campus Stratford Festival
organizations was proposed. In con
junction with this it was suggested Opens Eighth Season
that a handbook be published to aid
The Eighth Season of the Strat
both members and officers of or ford Shakespearean Festival, Strat
ganizations in understanding their ford, Ont., will take place June 27
powers and responsibilities.
through Sept. 17. This year the fes
A recommendation was also made tival will include drama, music,
calling for the revision of all Stu films and exhibits.
dent Council committees with a ref
Foremost on the program are the
erence to consolidation and it was Stratford Festival Company’s pre
suggested that the Administration sentations of William Shakespeare’s
consider having an Assistant Dean “ Romeo and Juliet,” “ King John”
of Students appointed, who would and
“ A Midsummer Night’s
serve as coordinating moderator of Dream.”
all clubs.
Julie Harris will co-star with
Chirstopher Plummer in “ Romeo
and Juliet.” The production will be
directed by Michael Langham. Ty
HILL TOPICS
rone Guthrie and Douglas Camp
bell will stage the other two plays.
Barbara Mirante ’63 is the new
The musical program, held July
chairman of the Intercollegiate Af
15 to Aug. 14, will present Gilbert
fairs Committee.
and Sullivan’s “ H M S Pinafore.”
Delegates at the Mock Senate in The National Festival Orchestra
Albany Apr. 28 to May 1 included will feature resident artists Glenn
Kathleen Carney ’61, Rose Marie Gould, pianist, Oscar Shumsky, vio
Ostrowski *61, Gay Toltl ’62 and linist, and Leonard Rose, cellist.
Christine Napier ’63, Danielle Du
Aug. 22 to Sept. 3 the Interna
bois ’62.
tional Film Festival will offer pre
Pre - Easter Cake-Winners in miere presentations of distinguished
cafeteria drawings were Carolann motion pictures from many coun
Besch '62, rabbit; Anne Marie tries.
Demerle ’63, turtle; Rosemary
Exhibits this season will include
Schrader ’62, Easter bonnet; and a panorama of the Western Canadian
Patricia Trippe ’63, cross.
Indian and a collection of paintings
Janet Lukasik '62 was chairman by leading Canadian West Coast
of the Senior Luncheon May 4. artists.
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C oncentration News

ART
Paintings modeled after the tech
niques of well-known artists who
have employed controversial styles
of painting and who have exhibited
since 1918 were presented by mem
bers of the art concentration in a
pro-seminar Mar. 25. Student work
was exhibited in the Duns Scotus
Gallery for one week previous to
the presentation, and was supple
mented by prints borrowed from the
Albright Art Gallery. A “ gallery
talk” method of presentation, with
seniors giving detailed interpreta
tions of their work, highlighted the
project.
Senior art work will again be dis
played in the Duns Scotus gallery
May 15-31, during the Senior Art
Exhibition. A graduation require
ment for members of the art con
centration, the exhibition will in
clude the work of each senior in
the concentration.
BIOLOGY
The senior biology majors pre
sented their seminar Mar. 25. Di
rected by Sister M. Regina, OSF,
its purpose was to study the effects
of picolinic acid on the metabolism
of normal mice.

CHEMISTRY
Senior chemistry majors devel
oped their own method of preparing
xanthates (derivatives of alcohols)
by modifying previous methods in
order to increase yield. The topic,
dealing with the identification of
xanthates, was presented as the
senior seminar project April 1,

under the direction of Sister M.
Clarita, OSF. Movies, demonstra
tions, charts and molecular models
were used.
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
The secretarial science pro
seminar, counseled by Dr. Rupert
Ederer, took place April 1.' The
group attempted to discover whether
the workingman’s wage is a just
one for permitting him to meet
geiieral standards. To assist them
in their findings, the students sent
out over 800 questionnaires to homes
throughout the area.

Breakfast Planned
For Sunday, May 15
The Fathers’ Club announces that
Father McGinley, SJ, President of
Canisius College, will be guest speaker at its twelfth annual FatherDaughter
Communion Breakfast
Sunday, May 15,

Council Member
To Tour Europe
Newly elected recording secre
tary of the Student Government, Miss
Katherine Koessler '62 announces
that she will be touring Holland, Bel
gium, France, Germany, Italy, Aus
tria, Switzerland, England and Ire 
land this summer.
The tour will be conducted by Dr.
Josephine Vallerie, Professor of
French at New Rochelle College. A
group of 15 eastern college students
will depart from New York City
June 26 and fly to Amsterdam, Hol
land,
While in Europe, the tourists
will travel by charted bus with an
English speaking guide. Highlight
ing the tour in Germany, the group
will attend the world famous pas
sion play at Oberammergau held
every ten years. She will return to
the States August 19.

JOHN M. GALVIN HEADS DRIVE
(Continued from Page 1)
It is anticipated that the alumnae of Rosary Hill will play a significant
part in the effort. Alumnae aid to the college has been extremely high both
this year and last.
Donations to the cause of the campaign are a *‘material means by which
alumnae can show loyalty to their alma m ater,” said Sister M. Angela, OSF,
President.
The public phase of the campaign began April 25 at a kick-off dinner for
campaign leaders.

Campaign Spurred by Advance Gifts
Advance gifts totalling $160,294 toward the campaign goal were announ
ced by Mr. Galvin at the dinner.
Sister M. Angela,OSF, President, addressing the 100campaign leaders
in attendance, noted:
“ Without the active assistance of our friends and neighbors in the past
twelve years, Rosary Hill might still be a plan on paper rather than a
reality today. Cardinal 0*Hara, Bishop Burke, Bishop Smith, our Advisory
Board of laymen - without their counsel and help Rosary Hill could not
have achieved the academic status which it enjoys today. We are grateful
to them and many more who have given of their time, effort and resources
in the college's behalf.”
Charles J. Wick, Chairman of the Advisory Board and Administrative
Vice-President of Niagara Mohawk Power Co., asking the leaders that the
campaign be brought to the attention of all Buffalonians, cited the letter
of endorsement from the Most. Rev. Joseph A. Burke, Bishop of Buffalo,
in which the Bishop stated:
“ Rosary Hill has made significant progress in the field of higher learn
ing. Its graduates are assuming important positions in the professional and
industrial life of the community as well as its cultural leadership. This
contribution to Western New York’s fine scholastic development merits
support and encouragement. It is with great pleasure that I present this
endorsement of Rosary Hill’s Development Campaign. May it achieve the
success it so justly merits in its lofty purpose of preparing trained Chris
tian women, so needed in the world today.”
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TttitUavK
HAIR FASHIONS
“ Creative Styling —
Individual Attention”

LINCOLN PARK
VILLAGE

FLORAL DESIGNS
AT YOUR SERVICE
WITH THE FINEST
OF FLOWERS
AND
DISTINCTIVE
DECORATIONS FOR
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

tfoetÿ 0?C w uit
1638 EAST DELAVAN

OPEN
EVENINGS
BY APPT.

HISTORY AND SOCIAL STUDIES
A study of the history and growth
of Delaware Park was the pro
seminar project of the history and
social studies concentrations. Col
ored slides, maps and photographs
were used as seniors presented
their reports Mar. 24.
Topics studied included wellknown Delaware Avenue mansions
and the Pan-American Exposition,
for which the Historical Building
and Albright Art Gallery were built.
The park's growth from its origins
to the present was traced. Seminar
instructor was Mr. J. Edward Cuddy.

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
SERVICE — HU. 5360
CITY and SUBURBAN
DELIVERIES

President Edward G. Senecalhas
appointed Mr. William C. Siepel as
General Chairman. Mr. Senecalwill
act as Program Chairman. Mr.
William Carney, Recording Secre
tary, will head the Hospitality Com
mittee, assisted by Mr. Theodore
Buczkowski. Mr. Francis Schwab,
Treasurer, will be the Ticket Chair
man, assisted by Mr. Charles
Hartke. Mr. Frank Mundy, aided by
Mr. Robert Kowalski^andMr. James
Van Twyl, will handle the publicity
details. Mr. Harry Boutet heads the
Reservation Committee.
Tentative plans provide for Mass
and Communion outdoors on the
parking area, weather permitting.
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HILLARITIES ..
Congratulations to
Mary Fidel Richardson
Joanne Rogers
Katie Koessler
Pam Ryan
Anne Reagan
The scene of the conventionsmoker, the platform-milkbox, can
didate's outstanding point-absence
of dirty sneakers. Much time and
planning went into the presentation
of the elections, which proved en
lightening and quite entertaining.
However, we recommend music les
sons for the Kingston Fouro, espec
ially that red-headed ringleader.
In MFR the proletariot has arisen and the common man will now
reap the benefits of the reforms
proposed - ask Dinny Rochford and
Jo Macari how great that swimming
pool will be, the golf course, those
mink-lined tunnels. (Thanx M.K.
Pepe.)
-How about a certain lass in a
certain philosophy class? Instead of
answering the roll call, she cheer
fully greets her instructor with a
“ Hi.” You say your feet are on the
ground -and you’re not dreamily
gazing out the window at Spring?
Hey, Marty I
And how about another conscien
tious student, a student so devoted
to the mastery of a particular art,
so concerned about it that the great
theories propounded in a certain
sociology class cannot interrupt this
young lady’s powers of concentra
tion? When asked a question by Mr.

Barresi, she answered, de profundi,
“ I pass.”
Speaking of this particular art, I
hope all loyal supporters will, by
means of attendance at a mass meet
ing May 14, in the Statier-Hilton
help quell the fears of parents and
educators concerning our eggheadedness. If you are not yet a member
of the Erie County Pinochle Associa
tion, you may join by sending a selfaddressed stamped envelope. ( A
personal note: Join and learn for I
know the feeling of inferiority, the
gnawing emptiness, the hollow fear
a non-player feels in the presence
of seven other excellent players
who say “ Join us?” Join them, I
say, join them, whether you play
or not, or you will be treated as
one who just dropped in to spread
the measles,
( Thanx Hostess
Walker.)
Compliments due the Frosh for
their exquisite taste - both themes
chosen for MUD were already selec
ted by the sophomores and juniors.
Shades of loaves and fishes: Judy
Jenkins and her miracle workers
are expected to have covered two
floats with five small packages of
crepe paper. By the way, has any
one noticed the gray hair and crow’s
feet MUD Chairman Julia is getting?
Seniors:
HAPPY COMPREHENDING !!I
Good-by all.
And have a wonderful summer.

Rosary Hill Student
Elected to NFCSS Office
A th letic A ssociation
Sponsors Intramurals

During a recent meeting held at John Strauss, Canisius; F irst ViceNazareth College, Rochester, Mary President - Susan Avery, MercyJane Becker ’61 was elected Third hurst: Second Vice - President Vice-President of the National Fed Linda Knell, D'Youville, and Sec
eration of Catholic College Students retary - T reasurer - Patricia
of the Lake Erie District. While Fergen, D’Youville. Rev. Bernard
holding this office, Mary Jane’s A. Weiss is the Regional Moderator.
The annual CURA Concert and
specific duties will include the fol
lowing: responsibility for all Re Dance sponsored by the Lake Erie
gional publicity, representation of Region was held atKleinhan’s Music
the Region as a delegate to the CYC Hall Sunday, May 1. Rosary Hill,
and supervision of all special events D’Youville, Canisius, Niagara,
and activities such as basketball Mercyhurst, Gannon and Villa Maria
Colleges participated. Dancing to
games, dances, etc.
Other regional officers elected the music of Joe Scibetta’s Orches
at this meeting were: President - tra followed the choral presenta
tion.
This year the 17th National Con
gress of the NFCCS will be held
in Louisville, Kentucky. The con
gress will convene Aug. 29 and
Rosary Hill’s basketball team continue through Sept. 3. The senior
trounced the Niagara University and junior delegates of the Federa
Nurses’ 78-20 in a game Mar. 20 tion on campus and the V ice-Presi
dent of the Student Councill will
at the University.
High scorers, coached by Mr. attend this summer convention.
John O’Leary, were Barbara Swane- Other students who wish to partici
kamp '60 with 25 and Joanne Werner pate as observors are urged to
’61 with 20. Opposition cheerlead attend.
ers, male students dressed as
women, provided amusement.

As the finishing touch to its year
of activities, the Athletic Associa
tion sponsored an intramural base
ball competition April 28, Each class
was represented by a nine-member
team, A weiner roast was held to
renew the energy of players, um
pires, and enthusiastic observers.
The winning class, the sophomores,
had their year inscribed on the per
ennial trophy. Judy O'Rourke '62
and Judy Kelly '62 were chairmen
of the event; Father Fisher, Mr.
Gliozzo, Mr. Cuddy and Mr, Colvin
served as umpires.
Geraldine Nowak '62 is organi
zing the school’s tennis champion
ship match which will be held May 9.
F r. Fisher and Mr. Master son will
judge the ability of participants.
A bowling party and fencing ex
hibition, to be held at a future date,
are being planned by Carol Ann
Besch ’62 and Anita Molenda '63.
Highest scorer at the bowling party
will have her name engraved on the
bowling trophy. Miss Molenda’s fen
cing students will exhibit their pro
gress in this sport.
Nominations and elections of new
Sports Club officers were held Wed
Mother’s Club election results:
nesday, May 4. As an added attrac
tion films of past year’s athletic President, Mrs, Alphonse Pepe;
Vice-President, Mrs. Charles Metz;
club activities were shown.
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs.
Kenneth Koessler; Recording Sec
retary, Mrs. Harold McKenna;
Treasurer, Mrs. Robert Diensburg,
The annual May crowning, a part and Representative at Larget Mrs.
of Moving Up Day festivities, was Rosario Giello.
held May 4. Among those in the
rose chain were Sodality officers.
Prefect Mary Ruth Leberer '61 MARY, MARY QUITE COLLEGIATE
(Continued from Page 2)
crowned the statue of Mary located
in the circle before Rosary hill.
well, almost - completely equipped
Candidates Brenda Almeter '62 with pinochle cards, notebooks, eye
and Nicolena Mastroianni '63 were make-up, a carton of cigarettes,
received into the Sodality at a cere lunch bags, a bottle of lighter fluid,
mony held in St. Joseph's Chapel. storage compartment for shoe boots,
On the slate for summer activi and 8 x 10 hornrim frame for a
ties is the College Summer School photograph of the current VIP, an
of Catholic Action.
acid-proof lab coat, slide rule, eight
ounce bottle of india ink, an extra #2
knitting needle, a skier’s first-aid
kit, a jar of instant Espresso and a
copy of Sportscars Illustrated. Least
but not last, an abridged set of the
Encyclopedia Brittanica and a pocket
edition of the O.E.D.
The new look in hairdos will be
combed. Bracelets will be silent.
Library users will be furnished with
a copy of “ Please Use Sign Lan
guage” by U.R, Disturbingme.
Collegians are always the same
but it is their fashions that separate
the decades and make them an out
standing,
stylized
segment of
society.

Basketball Team
Ends Season

Mothers Club Elects

SODALITY

Alumnae Stage
Party in MSR
M rs. Edward P.Gueth, Jr., pres
ident of the Rosary Hill Alumnae
Association, announced an “ April
Showers” card party was held in the
Marian Social Room April 28. Mrs.
Edward H. Coughlin and Miss Eliza
beth Liotti served as co-chairmen.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
ALL DRY-CLEANING STORED

FREE
ALL SUMMER LONG

I
I

Y ou can now store your
campus wardrobe in our giant
refrigerated vault from Spring
to next Fall.
Pay for the cleaning only
when you pick it up in the Fall.
Inquiries invited

Nationwide Free Storage
AND DRY-CLEANERS
2644 Elmwood Avenue
(Corner of Shepherd)
Kenmore, New York
DE. 1139
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